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Abstract

The main target in this research is a design of a virtual martial arts training system in realtime and as a tool in learning martial arts independently using genetic algorithm methods and
dynamic time warping. In this paper, it is still in the initial stages, which is focused on taking
data sets of martial arts warriors using 3D animation and the Kinect sensor cameras, there
are 2 warriors x 8 moves x 596 cases/gesture = 9,536 cases. Gesture Recognition Studies are
usually distinguished: body gesture and hand and arm gesture, head and face gesture, and, all
three can be studied simultaneously in martial arts pencak silat, using martial arts stance
detection with scoring methods. Silat movement data is recorded in the form of oni files using
the OpenNI ™ (OFW) framework and BVH (Bio Vision Hierarchical) files as well as plugin support software on Mocap devices. Responsiveness is a measure of time responding to
interruptions, and is critical because the system must be able to meet the demand.
Keywords: Gesture Recognition, Algorithm Dynamic time warping, Algorithm Genetic, Pencak Silat

Abstrak

Target utama dalam penelitian ini yaitu sebuah desain system virtual training pencak silat
secara real-time serta sebagai alat dalam belajar seni bela diri secara mandiri menggunakan
metode algoritma genetic dan dynamic time warping. Pada paper ini masih di tahapan awal
yaitu terfokus pada pengambilan data set pendekar pencak silat tapak suci menggunakan
animasi 3D dan kamera sensor Kinect, ada 2 pendekar x 8 jurus x 596 gerakan/gesture =
9.536 kasus. Studi Gesture Recognition biasa dibedakan: hand and arm gesture, head and
face gesture, dan body gesture, ke tiganya dapat dipelajari secara bersamaan dalam seni
beladiri pencak silat, menggunakan deteksi jurus pencak silat dengan metode skoring. Data
pergerakan silat direkam dalam bentuk file oni menggunakan kerangka OpenNI ™ (OFW)
dan file BVH (Bio Vision Hierarchical) serta perangkat lunak pendukung plug-in pada
perangkat Mocap. Daya tanggap merupakan tolak ukur dari waktu menanggapi interupsi, dan
merupakan hal kritis karena sistem harus dapat memenuhi permintaan.
Kata Kunci: Gesture Recognition, Algoritma Dynamic time warping, Algoritma Genetik, Pencak Silat

1.

Introduction

expressing sadness and joy in certain facial
expressions, and pointing an object for choice
desires [8].
One technology that can be used for further
development on this topic is the launch of the
Markerless Motion Capture camera from Kinect
that can feel a movement and allow one to interact
without touch [9],[10],[11]. At the beginning of the
launch this camera is intended only for the gaming
industry, but with a variety of advantages it has,
this technology has begun to be widely used for
development in the field of virtual education

One of the interesting research topics to be
developed lately is intelligent and interactive
computing that connects computers and humans
[1],[2],[3],[4],[5],[6],[7]. The study of gesture
recognition is an approach in this direction, where
a movement made by someone can be understood
by the computer. Gesture as a symbolic movement
that expresses thoughts, feelings and concerns is
not new, because in daily life we often use it, such
as expressing agreement by nodding the head,
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[12],[13], engineering [14] and health services
[15],[16].
This research will benefit from studying
Gesture Recognition and the application of
Markerless Motion Capture technology in
education for more effective and efficient human
and computer interactions [17],[18],[19], however
this research is focused on collecting datasets. As a
case study, this research develops a Real-Time
animation system that is used to study martial arts
[20] in Indonesia, namely Pencak Silat Tapak Suci
Putera Muhammadiyah. The selection of pencak
silat as a case study research was felt to be
important because silat became a tradition or part
of the Indonesian of Nation, Pencak silat Tapak
Suci Muhammadiyah as one of Indonesia's noble
cultural heritage, generally exploiting all body
movements starting from the hands, feet, body and
even facial expressions in one unit , so with pencak
silat the three types of motion can be applied
simultaneously and as a challenge in the detection
of gesture recognition that is in every movement of
pencak silat moves, must be detected by the camera
sensor must be precise and accurate.
Someone who will learn martial arts will be
confronted with the problem of the time available
to him, the costs required, and the presence of a
martial arts warrior who is willing to teach it. To
overcome this problem can be done by developing
a system, which does not require the physical
presence of a warrior. Where one can learn martial
arts just by looking at the movements of a martial
arts warrior who will give him immediate feedback
for any errors in his movements. For this to happen,
we need a media that can read its movements when
crossing and then compare them to the movements
of virtual warriors in the system.
Pencak
silat
Tapak
Suci
Putera
Muhammadiyah as Indonesia's martial art needs to
be preserved and developed at this time, because it
has begun to be excluded by other martial arts as
alternative options such as Karate from Japan,
Kungfu from China, and Taekwando from Korea,
in addition to diminishing interest in the younger
generation now to learn it. One way to preserve it
is by making martial arts of the Putak Suci Putera
Muhammadiyah martial arts in the form of a RealTime animation system with an animated form
made interesting.
2.

displaying facial expressions [28]. But in general,
research on gestures can be divided into 3 basic
groups namely hand [29] and arm gestures, face
gestures and head and frame gestures [30],[31].
General gesture recognition requires identification
of the hand and position or direction of the hand,
and can pinpoint some of the features appropriate
to detect movement [32].
The kinect sensor camera implementation in
karate martial arts uses fast dynamic time warping
algorithm with the calculation of confusion matrix
resulting in an average accuracy of up to 90% in all
four movements [33], whereas in Ta'i Chi gesture
recognition using hidden markov models get a
recognition rate of 95.2% in five movements and
an average error of 8% [34], gesture recognition
Karate martial arts have also been created datasets,
kicks and punches using the Kinect sensor camera
with different skill levels, from beginner to master
level [35]. Taijiquan gesture martial art dataset
collection with samples reached 2200, with 12
participants using kinect sensor cameras [36].
An animation can be made in the traditional
way or using 3D software. Traditional animation
uses manual techniques, where every movement
must be in a picture per frame, so that the shape and
location of the object being drawn changes little by
little, which can give the impression the object is
moving as illustrated in igure 1. For one second the
movement for example, using this technique is
usually requires up to dozens of images.
Animation using 3D software only requires a
few keyframes, namely the position of important
objects at the specified time. Blank spaces between
each keyframe are calculated automatically by the
computer. Illustration of an animated concept with
a keyframe technique for moving balls is shown in
Figure 2.

Literature Review

Gesture Recognition is one of the topics in
computer science that aims to be able to interpret
the movements of the human body through
mathematical algorithms [21]. Gesture can
originate from any body movement from fingers
[22],[23], arms [24],[25], legs, body [26],[27], to

Figure 1. Illustration of Traditional Animation Concept
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Figure 2. Illustration of The Concept of Animation With
Keyframe Techniques

A real-time system is a computer system that
not only requires correct computational results, but
must also be in accordance with the desired
deadline [34],[37]. Some characteristics that exist
in
real-time
systems
are
determinism,
responsiveness, reliability, safe-fail operations and
user control [38]. System determinism depends on
the speed of responding to interruptions and the
capacity of the system to respond to requests in the
time required. Responsiveness is a benchmark of
time to respond to interruptions, and is critical
because the system must be able to meet requests
caused by external influences [39].
Advances in imaging hardware have led to
the emergence of markerless motion capture
technology using a camera system [40]. One of the
most popular is Microsoft Kinect [41], as shown in
Figure 3. which has the ability to capture depth and
RGB data [42]. With its technology and relatively
cheap price, its existence has caused a stir in the
field of computer vision, thus triggering massive
research within the box of object tracking and
gesture recognition. Sensors in kinect cameras
have the ability in real-time to estimate the
invariance of body shape or gesture [43].
Markerless Motion Capture is a technique for
taking human movements but does not use tools or
special clothing used by actors [45]. This technique
only uses a depth camera that will automatically
determine the points of human joints [46].
Microsoft Kinect as a markerless motion capture
tool has several advantages compared to other tools
such as the Kinect range which is further away and
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has a greater resolution [47]. As for the weakness,
Kinect only has a relatively low frame rate, which
ranges from 12 to 30 fps. Markerless Motion
Capture is far more suitable for researchers because
it can be used with simple and cheaper preparation
in terms of cost [48].
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) has long
been used to measure the similarity between two
signal sequences that vary in time and space
[49],[50]. The DTW algorithm calculates the
distance between each possible pair of points of
two signals relating to the relationship of the two
special values [51]. Using this distance, DTW
calculates a cumulative distance matrix, to get the
shortest path through this matrix [52]. The path
represents the synchronization of the two signals
which causes the special distance between the two
points to be minimal. Usually this signal is
normalized and smoothed before the distance
between points is calculated [20] .
Basically, DTW is a technique that permits a
personal computer to search out an most
advantageous fit among two given sequences with
positive restrictions [53]. Non-linear sequences
within the time measurement to resolve the scale in
their similarity don’t rely on positive non-linear
permutations within the time dimension. For
instance, two reference signals and a test signal, as
shown in Figure 4, to compare and evaluate it with
DTW are as follows: The two signals are similar in
shape because they have a single peak. However,
the reference signal is longer than the test signal,
and the peak is one step further. In other words, the
two signals are out of sync in time.
To calculate the variation among the two,
imagine the gap matrix among every pattern from
x [t] and y [t] as shown in Figure 5. The matrix
calculation results are the lowest sequential
numbers, close to the diagonal, indicating that the
test sample x [t] is close its value with the reference
signal y [t], shown in green. As a substitute of using
a easy subtraction, it’s standard to make use of a
symmetrical distance measure, reminiscent of (x [t]
- y [t])², so that the matrix is obtained.

Figure 3. Video Game Consoles Use Microsoft Kinect [44]
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level of hybrids [57]. Use the fitness capacity on
the tyke chromosome that has just been sent after
making another chromosome. In equation (3) a
Chromosome is determined to calculate the hybrid
rate:
Crossover rate (𝑪𝒓 ) =

Figure 4. Comparison Between Two Patterns: (a)
Reference Signal y [t] and (b) Test Signal x [t].

𝑪𝑶𝑮

(3)

𝑪𝑳

where, COG is the number of crossing genes, CL.
Unified stimulated regulation is Operation of
adaptive mutation, mutation operation is
transmitted based on mutation rate (Mr) [58].
Rate of mutation (𝑴𝒓 ) =

Figure 5. (a) Comparison of Patterns in Matrix Form, (b)
Matrix Values Close to The Output. [20].

3.

Method

Genetic Algorithms come from biology but
are very influential in computational science in
optimization. This method is very effective to get
the optimal or less optimal solution to the problem
because it only has a few obstacles [54]. This
results in and tests a mechanism for a set of
possible solutions (referred to as population in
Genetic Algorithms) and brings an optimal
acceptable solution. It carries out three basic
operations
(Reproduction,
Crossover
and
Mutation) over and over in the population.
The first step The genetic algorithm is
improved first to consider segmented image from
the previous process Pixel image is an entropy of
high value and quality, calculation of entropy value
and pixel calculation of fitness value [55],[56].
(𝒊)

(𝒊)

(𝒊)

𝑿𝒊 [𝒙𝟎 , 𝒙𝟏 , … . . , 𝒙𝑵𝑳−𝟏 ]𝟎 ≤ 𝒊 ≤ 𝑵𝒑 − 𝟏
𝟎 ≤ 𝒋 ≤ 𝑵𝑳 − 𝟏
(1)
(𝒊)

From Equation (1), 𝒙𝒋 represents jth
chromosome gene, NP is population pool, NL is
chromosome length. Fitness method, is the top
target parameter until the value can be increased.
Using equation (2), fitness capacity can be
assessed.
𝑭𝒊 = ∑𝒏𝒊=𝟏 𝒅𝒊 /𝒏

(2)

With the help of two parent chromosomes
cross operation can be performed. child
chromosomes choose the level of quality with the

𝑴𝒑
𝑵𝑳

(4)

where, MP is the mutation point, NL is the
chromosome length.
In the methodology determining the selection
of chromosomes will continue [58],[30],
chromosomes are produced by Np and are located
on the premise, the best chromosomes are in the top
position.
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is a wellknown technique for finding optimal values
between two time-dependent sequences below a
certain limit. DTW has been successfully applied
to overcome time deformation automatically and
the different speeds associated with timedependent data [59].
Microsoft researchers [60] argue that in
detecting dance movements using the kinect sensor
camera and DTW algorithm, the level of movement
achieved has a fairly high accuracy of 96.9%, this
means that a high degree of accuracy uses data
from kinect sensor cameras using DTW algorithm
can be achieved. How to calculate the distance
between two points calculated through the
Euclidean distance [61],
𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕(𝒙, 𝒚) = |𝒙 − 𝒚| = [(𝒙𝟏 − 𝒚𝟏)𝟐 + (𝒙𝟐 −
𝒚𝟐)𝟐 ) + ⋯ + (𝒙𝒏 −
𝟏

𝒚𝒏)𝟐 ]𝟐

(5)

He path through which the grid is the best
combination between these two sequences, and the
distance between the two can be minimized from
the total distance, this is called global distance.
To calculate the global distance must go
through the grid and pass all routes, so that the
overall distance can be calculated. To determine the
minimum between individual elements from the
total distance divided using the quantity of the
weight function.
The grid will get bigger if each sequence and
quantity of paths it passes. Recursive formulas can
be used to obtain global distances [62].
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𝑮𝑫𝒙𝒚 𝑳𝑫𝒙𝒚 𝐦𝐢𝐧 (𝑮𝑫𝒙− 𝟏, (𝑮𝑫𝒙− 𝟏𝒚, 𝑮𝑫𝒙 𝒚 − 𝟏)
(6)
Where;
GD = Global Distance (overall distance)
LD = Local Distance (Euclidean distance)
This study aims to obtain a dataset of the
movements of pencak silat gestures, in the main
target of making the design of the Virtual Pencak
Silat Training System, so that players can develop
their style and techniques in martial arts, based on
direct feedback provided by virtual silat warriors in
the system. Of the three Gesture Recognition
characters such as; (a) hand and arm gesture, (b)
face and head gesture, and (c) body gesture, can be
studied simultaneously in martial arts martial arts,
animation construction is made according to
martial arts moves played using a combination of
genetic algorithms and DTW.
As can be seen in Figure 6, the first step taken
is to retrieve the movements of a martial arts
warrior by using a Kinect camera. When shooting
cross motion, at least 4 cameras will be placed on
the front, right and left side and back. Silat
movement data is recorded in the form of oni files
using the OpenNI ™ framework (OFW) and BVH
(Bio Vision Hierarchical) files using Mocap
Device Plug-In software. As an additional
reference, data on pencak silat movements are also
recorded with a Digital camera. The next stage is
to construct a silat swordsman model construction
based on the results of data retrieval using a Kinect
camera, digital camera, and photo models
determined as silat swordsmen. Model
construction is made using Blender software that
can provide 3D effects.
The expected indicator of achievement in this
research is a system that can display the Silat
Pendekar Silat dataset and show various
movements of Tapak Suci martial arts and
optimization of the kinect sensor camera capture
distance. The dataset will be used as a comparison
of students practicing martial arts, animation of
Silat warriors is run using the Mocap Device PlugIn (MDP) software [63].
The design of the Pencak Silat Virtual
Training System developed in this study, shown as
shown in Figure 7, consists of several modules,
namely the Kinect camera module for capturing
silat movements, data processing modules, Gesture
model modules as a result of silat swordsman
training
data,
movement
compatibility
computation modules and real-time animation
modules that can provide feedback.
The final stage to be achieved in this study is
a virtual pencak silat training system using gesture
recognition, is expected to be a new contribution in
the field of human computer interaction (HCI) on

Figure 6. Stages of Gesture Model Design

Figure 7. Virtual Training System Diagram Block

martial arts for learning, and towards the target the
collection of animated swordsman models is
carried out. silat using MDP, then the detection of
martial arts using the scoring method, more details
are as follows, the process must go through five
modules. In the first module, the Kinect ™ camera,
which is a camera capturing motion without
markers with the ability to capture the movements
of someone who will learn pencak silat without
intermediary media, based on tracking the
framework. This camera is connected to a
computer using the OpenNI ™ framework and
NITE middleware from PrimeSense ™.
After the second Module, the data processing
is generated from the previous module, based on
the position of the time series body frame such as
the position of the head, elbows, arms, knees and
feet to a certain reference point that has been
determined. The third module is derived from the
gesture data model that results from the movement
of a martial arts warrior, and has classified each
movement according to the silat attitude it plays,
where the data is stored as a database reference in
the system. The fourth module is the calculation
process to determine the suitability of the
movement between the movement model and the
input
data of someone who will learn silat.
Genetic Algorithm Method and DTW are used to
compare two data.
The results of the movement suitability
calculation will be displayed in the fifth module,
which will display virtual martial arts warriors and
martial arts students side by side. The system will
provide an assessment of the movements
performed by martial arts students with the
specified values and cues. To get optimal results
from this learning system, several stages must be
passed. First is students learn all the basic
movements by watching the silat warrior animation
displayed by the system. The second stage of
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Figure 8. Kinect Studio virtual training output [1] 3D Viewer, [2] Color Viewer, [3] Depth Viewer

learning combines the basic movements that have
been learned into complete silat movements in a
slow tempo, and the third stage is towards the
perfection of cyclic movements.
4.

Result and Discussion

At this stage of the research is the retrieval of
training data (data set) for silat swordsman model
construction using the kinect SDK camera. Dataset
that will be recorded there are eight moves not
including the martial arts movements, steps,
avoidance and basic moves, each stance is played
by two martial tread warriors in turn. The number
of datasets is 2 warriors x 8 moves x 596 cases /
gesture = 9,536 cases. This data set consists of 3
visualization displays, 3D viewer, color viewer and
depth viewer, as shown in Figure 8. The best
distance between a kinect camera and a martial arts
object is between 1.2 meters and 4 meters.
Kinect is able to produce a 32-bit RGB Color
viewer stream at 30 frames per second for video
resolution at 640x480 pixels, furthermore the depth
viewer of this stream consists of 16 bits per pixel,
and each pixel in the depth viewer uses 13 bits
(high order) for data depth and 3 bits (lower order)
to identify silat warriors. The infrared ray emitted
on the kinect camera cannot be seen visually by the
eye and is harmless, the reflection of the infrared
ray is to detect the presence of silat warrior objects.
For the depth range the best distance is 400mm
(closest distance) to 8000mm.
The next step is to install the Kinect SDK
sensor with the Mocap Device Plug-In software,
the hardware requirements to install MDP namely;
(a) Operating System: Windows 8 (64 bits) or
above, (b) Multimedia-related API: DirectX 11 or
above, (c) Internet Accessibility: Must, (d) iClone:

6.21 or above. How to install it; (1) Execute the
install program on the computer where the
Microsoft's Kinect (for Xbox 360 or for Windows)
depth camera is installed, (2) If you encounter the
message below, then please go to the Microsoft
download web site to download and install the .Net
Framwork 2.0 (or above) on the computer, (3)
Follow the instructions to finish the installation of
the Mocap Device Plug-in, (4) If you are prompted
with a message for installing the driver for your
depth camera, then click Install unless you have
installed the driver before.
To optimize the range of kinect camera
catches that MDP has installed, that is, in Figure 9
the side view for the optimization point is in the
range of camera height between 0,5 meters to 1
meter, the optimization point is between 2,5 meters
to 5 meters. For the display from above the catch
point of the optimization point in the range of 1,75
meters to 2 meters can be seen in Figure 10, the
jump movements in the eagle stance are captured
by the sensor better at a distance of 3 meters, so that
the movement of silat warriors in this dataset
records maximum at the distance 5 meters for
maximum kinect sensor detection.

Figure 9. Optimize Kinect Camera Capture From The Side
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Figure 10. Optimization of Display Kinect Camera Capture
from Above

To optimize the appearance of the kinect
camera capture from the front can be explained in
Figure 11, the optimization point is at a distance of
2,5 meters to 5 meters, with a width of a hand span
of 2,2 meters. Respect movements and greetings
opening the optimization results at a distance of at
least 2,5 meters, meanwhile at the movement of the
tiger sleeping style the optimization point is at a
distance of 3 meters. Next insert characters or
avatars for virtual silat warriors, connect between
the mocap device and the mocap plug-in device
until the motion point pattern appears, stabilized by
performing a calibration, connected to the iclone
application then previewing and recording, so the
character will follow the movements of martial arts
warriors real time like Figure 12.
The dataset recorded at MDP and seen in
figure 12 there is no evaluation of the suitability
and accuracy of the movement, because in the
initial stages of this study (the first grant) is still
limited to dataset records, but in the second stage
of research (the second grant) it might be able to
use the precision, recall method , accuracy, f1score, error etc. only limited to dataset records.
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Figure 11. Optimization of Kinect Camera Capture Display
from The Front

5.

Conclusion

The results of this study are the sacred tread
silat warrior dataset recorded using a kinect camera
with MDP, the number of datasets is 2 warriors x 8
stance x 596 cases / gesture = 9.536 cases, the
process of taking the dataset for 2 days. For
measurement performance in future work genetic
algorithms [64],[65],[66],[67],[68] and DTW [49]
[50],[69],[70],[71],[72] will be used. DTW is used
to compare master data (considered as a teacher,
data that has been recorded in this study), with data
on students who want to learn pencak silat (online).
So you can find out which student movements are
not in accordance with the teacher's movement.
Alan and antonio [62] has argued that the use of the
DTW algorithm makes steps simpler, reduces
gesture detection time and increases the level of
recognition. Several studies [73],[74],[75], has
suggested that the use of genetic algorithms to
determine the overall optimization method by
building arithmetic functions to find some optimal
parameters so that the level of accuracy is expected
to be better.

Figure 12. Pencak Silat Virtual Training
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Optimization of the results of the catch
distance at a distance of 2.5 meters to 5 meters, the
obstacle faced is if pencak silat movement is too
fast, and too close to the kinect camera, then
skeleton detection does not function properly. This
research creates a real-time pencak silat martial arts
animation system based on the tracking skeleton
captured by the Kinect camera.
The contribution of this research is very
significant
especially
for
Muhamadiyah
organizations because it can introduce more of one
of their "valuable heritage", namely Pencak Silat
Tapak Suci, to the general public both nationally
and internationally. This can be proven from the
grants received to conduct this research.
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